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MUSICAL ITEMS

some, hints on how to use
practice..
f end in your order as s
wiU be withdrawn after Jun

[All matter intended for this Department should be addressed to
Mrs. Hielen D. Trbtbab, Box 2920, New York City.]

Unfortunately, the manuscript of the “ Musical
Items ” was lost in the mail. We will print in next issue
a larger number than usual, which will keep our readers
informed of the important current Musical Events,
during March and April,

service to every teacher.
artistic education, and de
musical nature. The off
PUBLISHER’S H0TES,
is still open. Many have a
which will remain open un
In this issue, will be found a specimen or two of the
’
• ...
Six-Octave Studies, by Preyer, which will be acceptable
The School of Fourto a great many teachers. They are somewhat easier recently published, has m
than Kullak’s studies, and quite effective,
the profession. It is a
We have just published a volume of easy four-hand of the present editions of
music, by Drobegg. They will form a supplement to the" belli, Loeschhorn, etc. B
first book of Four-Hand Playing. The pieces are melo¬ all authors have written
dic, quite easy and very pleasing. There are six in all. part on five notes. Boo
If you do not deal directly with us, ask your dealer to send advanced, with the difficu
hands. They will not be
to us for a copy, You will be delighted with them.
meantime we would urge
Before the end of -the season, we hope that the Book I.
teachers will make one more effort to gain subscribers
We havejuat published
from among their pupils. As the season passes, addi¬ Notation,” by W. B. Wai
tional inspiration must be sought, and this can be sup¬ in ThITEtude). It is int
plied in no case better than with The Etude. It goes piano lesions, and give su
without saying, that those, pupils .who read The Etude a8 every" piano student
‘ ’* e
study better than those who have not this advantage. teach the pupil to think in
We make liberal deductions to all thpse who will interest ctg with the usual discou
themselves in getting up clubs. Send to ns for clubbing '
rates. A- number of sample copies sent free, on appli- „ The Normal Course
cation, for thiatturpose.
the way with the printer
;
.
many a4jftneed^order8 at
we must caution our patrons once more about giving the front cover). We c
tha State address. Orders are delaved, or Bent to wrong m0st important ever pub
Stater constantly. To write simply Oxford, D(over or have an opportunity of g
Mansfield, will not do. Almost every State has a Mans- and paper.
- ,
field, etc. Please, in ordering, never omit the State
We expect to go abr
address.
there will order considera
Our Mr. Mathews will sail for Europe this month, to I the coming year,•. We w
thatj will be interesting to
be gone several months. We may expect an editorial
‘
correspondence from him on musical Europe. While editions of classical work
* an merchandise published i
.abroad, he will finish a new work, which will" be
introdnetiqn to his phrasing istudies, selected from special circular, which ca
forth all information, pri
Reinecke," Gurlitt, Gade, etc.

learning are taught ? Why not begin with simple rhyth¬
mical studies and dances, and lead up by very gradual
and slow degrees to the higher forms ? Why not make
use of the sense of rhythm, which so easily develops from
the first, and build on that. Here is a field for endless
Btudy on the part of the teacher. Here is an opportunity
for the exhibition of consummate tact. How to make a
course of study progressive; how to reach the true goal
without requiring too much faith on the part of the
student; how to proceed in such a manner as to insure
intelligence all along on the student’s part—these are
the all-important questions.
In teaching English literature the wise teacher never
begins with Shakespeare. The primary pupil is given
not only the simplest sentences, but the simplest thoughts,
even if they are silly. It was no disadvantage to any of
us, that we began our studies in literature with just such
classics as “ Jack and Jill went up the hill,” and “ Old
Mother Goose,” etc. For these were, in fact, our early
lessons in English literature. It is true, there are some
who still revere the “good old days, when we had only
two books in the home, Shakespeare, and the Bible."
Nevertheless, there are many most excellent literary men
who were actually brought up on the Mother Goose diet;
and those men love Shakespeare none the less for having
heard nothing about him in their infancy. So it ought
to be in musical education. Begin with Yankee Doodle,
if necessary, only be sure of beginning somewhere in
reach of the pupil’s capabilities, mental as well as
physical.

A certain teacher, well known now in the musical
world, recently related to the writer an experience of his
early life. He had high ideals, and he determined to
have his pupils grasp them at a single leap. He had a
pupil of eleven years who had acquired considerable
skill, by dint of perseverance in the practice of the most
commonplace dance tunes. This little girl had talent, and
it was a shame, he said, to allow her to continue a moment
longer in the company of such barbarous composers.
So when she came to him, he forbade her playing any¬

.of coarse, bat he mast

A few words about
out of ten of flbose wh
worthy of mention by
faith. They rave abou
They adore the “Moo
ner is the most sublim
by faith. They are sa
this credulous spirit, o
from exclusive art circ
to be in, and so they le
such names as it is w
their representative wo
society. TMs kind of
both to the believer a
believer the air of the
air, and it gives the ap
eral. We could not a
worshippers. They ar
they do bring contem
What musician has no
ence by the affected e
tender.
Real enthus
acquaintance with the
based on genuine susc
ful, is always charming
itself beautiful. But
would-be dilletante is
word for it—monstrou
England^ it not only
tively spoils the temp
volumj of Beethoven
never, nevermore to re

The physician who
anguish of the body ce
and honorable place;
soothes our sorrows a
health, renders his me
ful and refined part of
—Dr. Bergh.

niggardliness; it is simply one of the established systems,
and productive of just as good results as any other.
People who engage a half-hour and pay for a half hour,
expect no more than a half-hour, and I prefer this
system, for very good reasons. It is better to see a pupil
twice a week for a half-hour than only .once for a whole
hour ; it is Ibbs difficult to keep a pupil’s (especially a
young pupil’s) undivided attention for a half than for a
whole hour, and as to two whole hours per week, it is
not everybody who can afford the expense.
Now to the sheet music question.
The ten or twelve large cities in this country where
any piece of music can be obtained at a moment’s notice,
contain but a small minority of the music teachers of the
country, and just by way of a casual remark I may axiomize that the size of a city is not always a correct cri¬
terion for the ability of the teacher that “ dwelleth there¬
in;” Karl Klauser and after him Boekelman teaches in
Farmington Conn., J. H. Howe in Greencastle, Merz
(alas! that I have to say: the late Merz) in Wooster and
so forth—and “ I too was born in Arcadia.”

have happened and happen still 1)
such a trifle, you know”), or the
it down—at the end of a season th
about sixty to eighty hours of ted
$20 cash, but he is—according t
“gentleman”! No, no, he is simp
Don Quixote! That is indeed a
must renounce every legitimate bus
to be recognized.
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consider that small minority who buy good music, and if
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he can, he will not (for some unaccountable reason), and
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even if he should be willing, he would not exactly know
,how so the teacher is obliged to keen admail
_
„•’
,
how; so the teacher is obliged to keep admail stock
stock,
J ,
,
! , . .. ^
. rp, . ’
worth from three to five hundred dollars, on hand. This
is money, not sentiment; and with all due consideration
for the ideal side of a music teacher’s calling—this is
money which must bring interest, and it would be foolish*
foolish-

I come to the “porter’s tip,” o
proceeding.
Ab far as I am personally conce
of my discounts, and my pupils w
trifling profit, most of which is
soiled or torn copies, losses, etc.
perienced a lack of personal reg
their part. A pupil coming here
informs me: “I have always bo
price.”
“ Very well—I lend you this co

After three weeks (and more) th
.
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copy, m a poor edition, plus m
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says: “I see now, that I should
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while waiting for the copy, besid
w 1 ® Jai in£ vir
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wanted—I
that
wanted~1T understand
understand now
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that
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provide!”
you pro ride.”
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The
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similarly situated, but what in th
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their
social1 standing
to think that teacher less gentlemanly, because he is sin¬
sin-; with their
social
standing^??
cere enough to invest this money in his own business,
The piano commission question
“ oil ” (both of lar reply. If a person requests m
instead of “going into real-estate,” or “oil”
which I do, by the way, through the kindness of my good' of a piano, if I give this person t
.

_

_

_

_

-

_

•

•

friends, who nevertheless profess to take me for a gentle- ;
man). It is however not money alone the teacher invests in his stock, he also devotes a vast amount of time, ’
judgment, deliberation—in short, a great deal of work to^
its selection. .It won’t do to compare this with a physi-i
dan’s prescription, for if the physician would have to go
to the pharmacy every time he needs a medicine, he
would moBt assuredly charge the patient with the loss of

ledge on the subject, of my expe
take upon my conscience a moral
be remunerated ; he who lives
from the altar. Of course, there
carried on in thiB field; there are
hearing of a nearly completed s
with “talking the party out of
this is simply blackmail, outrag

key by imagining himself to b
s: — f | r : — r|m: — : — |d: — : |
1
‘
1
'
1
:
1
clef. The tenor clef, for ins
Here the bars indicate the place of the strong pulse; Hne. This is one degree low
the colons divide the time spaces. The time space oc- might imagine himself to be r
copied only by a dash, indicates that the preceding tone
is prolonged through it. If it were a rest, the space
wouhi be entirely empty. To put this in some other
key it is only necessary to play it higher or lower; the
direction above shows the intended key. This notation
is singularly well adapted for mental results in elementary musical instruction. It does not assist the eye in
the slightest, but if the pupil has an inner sense of ton-

great master, or all of them, is simply the testimony of
.1
. ,
xr ■ '
1
x- /•
tho tnnir tnotttoal Knae that the,r work, .attsfy the

transpose a note lower. Mr.
that he can play only so fas
which he always does tonica
Cated
L/cu. it
it may
may be
uc ;, he
uc can
uau play
uitiy i
i
.
,
..
another,
other, from the same notati
pnpil
pil before studying at the R
^
, ttti
,, T , •.
. 1.
L Where
Where could !I obtain
Amer.
College
?elTirL
^lege of
Ox Musicians (
z. What i8_the difference b
3. In playing a “portame
usage, is it not correct to
passage,
sist the
the finger
finger ingiving
in giving the
the
assist
4. Is not the finger some
Bret joint *n
it. ^a^ng
playing 4ke
the “1
touch?
6. How should the first c
6Nocturne.” On. 65. No. 1.
‘lN^Ctlrne’’’M0V^N°^1r
stand, from Mr. Mathews d
Etud a„ chorf! ^ | bef

mo.,oal feeling,. Wherever there are ntn.,cal feehnga
to satisfy, a taste for these works exists as soon as the
works themselves become known. It is the teacher’s
work first to awaken these elementary ingredients of
musical intelligence, and to strengthen them, and de-

eontinnooaly from left to ri
in this case. I have been tau
chords together, when each is
6. Are not the “ loud ” an
nsed together ?

velop them j havipg dope thi., he ia to mdmtUhe pppU.
to the works which satisfy the demand for musical enjoyment
thus created.
Inasmuch as the newly
. .
...
, - developed
Jr
intelligence will still be weak, he must go slowly, and be
sure that each important new work is retained before the
, ..
, - .. ,
, ,
,. , .
x,1
“f 6nrgh fPr.J“S keaatiea to become realized by
the pupil
Memorizing i8 ** process well adapted, for
securing this prolonged and detailed study of a master
>TXxx Y„n
-c xx
T,
,
„ , "
work. I fie result is, if the work has been well chosen.
,x„x xx„
;i n. ’ a
xx
. ,
’•
that the pupil likes'and enjoys the music, by the time
he has fully learned it.
In this country the “fixed do” system has never prevaued, and hence many of our elementary teacherB think'
that the tonic Sol-Fa system will never be needed in America. Such an4opinion, however, is wide of the truth. The3
method of presenting the fundamental percepts of tonality

I. Write to Robert Bonn
dence,
ince, R. I. Inclose stamps
o
Tn playwith
nlav w;fv one’s
nnB,B nat
nat
2. To
x a•
_
..
u
/. exerting ad
mezzo.” With the utmost f
the leaat p088ible force is
mezz0 ian0 or middling sof
f
,
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h
dung loud; pf means piano, th
fx„„
nr. mu n
then suddenly soft. The five
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uYxv
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ality, he can sing from it with absolute certainty.
The greatest merit of the Tonic Sol-Fa system, or
movement (for it is an educational movement in England) is in the advance they have made towards defining
,,
,
,
.
, ,
,
, .
6
the etementeT urnhe. of m»c, Md thereby l.png a
iounaation upon wnich the higher musical taste can be
placed ; for a taste for Beethoven or Bach, or any other

PP P m
“
3- There is no harm in
mentioned, i: it <loes not loo
4. Fingers are often bent
describe, but most piano teac
and indicative Qf weakness.

unbearable confusion. Its technic, however, has not yet i
made much headway in the text-boobs.
. .
Please answer, through The Etude, the following
qnestions.
1. What is the Embellished Adagio?
2. What is the correct definition of Phrasing ?
A Subscriber.
1. An Embellished Adagio, probably an adagio with
more or less ornamentation of melodic embellishments.
The term is not what druggists call “ officinal”—i. «. it
iB not sanctioned by authority. It is one of those approxi¬
mate forms Which a writer uses at his own peril (and
that of his readers.)
2. “Phrasing” means the “ Expression of the indi¬
vidual ideas of a piece.” Interpretation goes further
and places these individual ideas in their proper rank as
to relative importance, and produces them all in the rate j
of movement indicated or intended. Phrasing implies
clear perception of the individual ideas of a piece, and |
sufficient musical feeling to express each one of them as
U comes. It reaches -the bass and the accompanying
parts just as truly as the melody, for there are ideas all
through a piece—-just as there is soul all through a
person. Even a little hand gives an impression of soul
at times; is it not so? „ .

Please answer the following qnestions in the next
Etude. .
1. Will a piano which is tuned by one tuner, stay in
tune longer than another ?
2. Is it necessary to pound the keys heavily while tun¬
ing?
8. Which is the best place to Btudy music (Piano) in,
Germany or Europe ?
4. Is' it cheaper and does it give one more prestige
than studying at home ?
1
6. Is it true that D’Albert recommends two hours per
dfey as sufficient practice ? '
6. Name a good little text book on Theory and rudi¬
ments of harmony.
7. Give pronunciations of the following: D’Albert,
Sarasate, Tamagno and Carreno.
a. w.
1. It is vefy doubtful whether a piaho knows whether
it is being tuned by the timer for Whom it once conceiyed
an attachment. If a tuner turns the pins to the right point

FEW PUBLIO
_

—

Pianoforte pieces from H. B

Reminiscences of Ausa

Dewey.
1. In the Grove.
3. Romance.
4. Blind Man’s Buff, Humo
As regards the emotional co
niscences,” in Nos. 1 and 3 t
in a deplorably “spoony” sta
no satisfaction appears to have
cheerful and “frisky,” if no
rest, these pieces are well writ
players. As exercises in comp
commendable. But judged fro
it does not yet appear that th
to say of permanent or univer

Trois Morgeaux four Piano

Op. 25.
Barcarolle.
2. Impromptu in B minor.
8. Melody, pathetic.
These three pieces, in harm
treatment, show the hand of
Besides this they are fairly ch
suggest, and, without being
interesting. They are not diff
1.

Four little ton
kel, Op. 61. Revised an
HiU.
_
1. Mariner’s Song.
2. Postillion's Morning Son
3. Spring Song.
^
4. In the Flower Garden.
Merkel’s fiame is a suffic
pieces are well written and mu
bright and cheerful in spirit; m
not difficult—about third grad
able for teaching purposes.
Aquarellen.

F. Schubert: Impromptus,
Field: Fifth Nocturn
A T DTTU Leaf.
T.PID
Album

This is an excellent, wel
pianoforte classics. The Imp
lingered by Liszt, and the othe

J. B. Campbell: Sacred Song,
Shall Prepare.”

ing it in a strained way. Let it loose, and leave it in
repose ; do not hold it tightened up as if you were hold¬
ing something that was in danger of getting away.
C. W. L.
Qubs —Would playing silently on an organ take the place of prac¬
tice on the Clavier?
,
_ m. j. c.
Ans.—No; except in a very limited degree. It is, of course, pos¬
sible to use the silent organ, just as every organist does, more or
less, in reading a composition over mentally, at the same time
feeling out the keys.- But if you mean to ask whether playing
silently on an organ will take the place of practice on the Clavier
for tfie purpose of learning to play the piano, we answer, by no
meant, and for several reasons.

What do you think of Brown-Behnke’
3. Can you tell me how to. overco
play without a mistake when alone, b
company.
4. Can you give a good plan for d
studied about four years, and can rea
and a half’s practice a day ?

Ans.—1. Draw out to the required f
it by the small ring in end of tape. T
of the operation, but the intellectual
the performer shall, count a few meas
the metronome, and apply this rate of
to perform.
2. I know of none better than the
voice of a boy needs much the same
female. But the boy has a liking to
life makes it necessary to put his pra
that he may-not -injure his voice..
3. Yes, but it is another thing to
will soon publish an article that treats
Meantime, teach the pupil to fully o
while practicing it, by counting, notici
Phrasing, and bringing out a climax t
piece and leave no time for him to thi
4. Give one half of an hour to Mas
D flat and E natural mtgor scales, som
and every few days work some of th
to the various accents on the chord o
E flat, F sharp, A^and C. I should
keep.up a review on the best Of the o
day should be given to reading .from M
or from Chopin’s Mazurkas, or the c
Mendelssohn.
_

First, The use to any considerable extent of a dumb key-board,
even by- artists, is questionable. It mutt be understood that the Clavier
is not a dumb keyboard. If the auditory sense does not assist in the
control of the finger movements, a multitude of sins, unawares, is
, almost sure to steal in. Th’e Clavier should be used almost invari¬
ably with either the down- or the up-clicks, and at times with both,
as they are invaluable in the study of rhythm, time and clearness, and
above all, tor securing true legato and staccato effects. No silent organ
nor dummy can give these things, and they are what every one who
would play the piano is striving for.
&wand. The touch of the organ is not a piano touch. The touch of
the Clavier (particularly those of latest construction) at 2, 3 and 4
ounces is a piano touch, possessing with mathematical certainty the
proper combination of weight, spring and friction that is found in
pianos of the best makes. The average weight of piano touch of
best makes is from three to four ounces. Granting the fact that in
'the Clavier, from five to twenty otmces weight of touch, the spring
force gradually overbalances “more and more the weight force, still,
the construction of the instrument is such that to produce the result
Ques.—1. How has mathematical te
demanded, namely, to bring the down-clicks with unerring precision been attempted., and if So, why does it
2. What is the pronunciation of the
and evenness, the fingers are forced to act at all weights of touch,
Vieuxtemps, Berlioz, Guido, and De B
from two to twenty ounces, precisely as at the piano. This gives the
3. Besides the‘‘Well Tempered Cla
player absolute finger control, which is the object of all technical title are the works of Bach published?
practice. Great good in the acquisition of strength, endurance, deli¬
Ans.—1. It is impossible to draw w
cacy, dearness, velocity and accuracy, come from the proper use of
stretch more Drone” place than anot
the Clavier.
_
the same temper; hence the impossib
Qubs.-—Can you tell me some way to make the second joint of the of a mathematical temperament
thumb, stay out where it belongs and not curve in as though it were
2. Y<5-ak-8m. Vee-oo-tong (Frenc
double jointed? Ward-Jackson’s Gymnastics, with corks, do not
Bair-lee-o. Gweedb. De Ber-ree-o.
: fully overcome the defect.
'
Perflexity.

3. In the Peters Catalogue, Bach’
Ans.—The nail joint of the thumb should curve In so that it is
,number thirty-one volumes, and for th
parallel with the keys and not, as is too common, be so straightened
are named 8hoit Preludes, Invention
out that It Is in line with the keyboard. This curving in of the end
tions, Sonatas, Concertos, Minuets, Fu
joint will cause the second joint to expand outwards, and at the same
Qubs.—Which do you consider the
time give a better position for octave playing. There is a great gain
Common Chord and its inversions in A
in (dearness of octave playing if the end joint is curved in, provided
tion books differ on this point, and I w
the t jtA 1 as an ... . gh *
lit position
C
l.

' .v■ IV;V-;:;• •//■'to-."■ /;^■v*

2. Strictly, both should play an octave higher. But sometimes
composers are careless in such matters.
3. Not always. Sometimes the trill begins with the principal note,
especially if it is led up to diatonically. Sometimes tr. indicates
nothing more than a mordent.
4. That depends mainly on whether the expression ia improved
by a slight delay or not. Sometimes expression requires an lmmediate attack of what follows.
J. C. F.

moral, and more reasonable
people is not complete when
,
,
,,
.
. ,
Gained. Man is a social, no
fit him for healthy association
to educate his sympathies an
this soc;ai training is often a
.
.,
,.
in the artisan, though, from
Ques.—1. Is the harmonic minor scale ever used in melody? If n-tfoanH the definienov in t
1 please cite soma compositions in which it may be found.
artisans, tne aenciency m m
2. Any information as to the origin of the two minor scales, and observed. For all, the practi
bow
jw they became distinguished as harmonic and melodic, would be,,
be
,
, iceptable.
the most potent agent for the
acceptable.
Ans.—i.
Ans.
—i. In Mendelssohn, “I waited for the Lord,” you will find a
usage in the harmonic (F) minor.
passage
2. The minor scale was originally without the upward leading note
(Ex. from A np to A with G natural instead of G sharp). The G f
fr»m A“p 10
G
ofG 8^arP?' ^ G 5
aa afterwards inserted to satisfy tne
was
the feeling for a leading tone on
ie
seventh
of
the
scale,
the
upper
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being
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the-desire_tQ_a.vQld. the awkward interval between the sixth and
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the “harmonic”
"harmonic” scales.
scales. The
The whole
whole confused
confused and
and concon¬
iventh of
fusing
laing treatment of the minor scale grew out of a misunderstanding
off the Greek musical notation by those who first tried to introduce
the
be Greek scales into our modern music. The true “relation,” or
rather,
“ reciprocal" of "the
the C major scale in E “ under-scale ”; i.e.,
i.
sther, “reciprocal”
the
be scale from E
E down
down to
Ut E, which gives the same order of steps and
half-steps
alf-steps going down that the C major scales does going up. This
ras the favorite Greek scale, the Doric, and the Greeks always
was
thought
bought it downward. “A minor” is simply a perverted modification
offlt*
it.
J. C;
C; F.
F.
.
J.
Ques.
—In
Ques.—In

Beethoven’s Sonhta: Op. 10. No. 1., are the 28th and
80th
Oth measure in the second movement to. be played in strict time,
can
they
be
?)
j. c. p.
(can
be?) or ad libitum
libitum??
F.
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Ans.—These-measures certainly ought not to be “ scrambled ” dl
ilayed so as to make them sound hurried.
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hurried; Rather
passage
to retard considerably.
lassage in that way, it would be much better toretard
considerably,
Whether
strict -time depends on how much
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technic
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The stimulation and development of that magic power,
.he imagination, are
the
are intimately
intimately connected
connected with
with tWadthe ad¬
rancing maturity of the mind and the growing culture
vancing
of
sf the disposition. The enthusiasm for everything noble
and
basis—-that flame which
which bussus¬
ind beautiful rests on this basis—that
tains
tame the spiritual as well as the physical life,:
life, which
raises beyond
hundreds of
of cliffs
cliffs against
agafnst which
which cold
cold cal¬
calraises
beyond hundreds
halation ia
culation
is daifhed
darihed to pieces, and filia
fills with a warmth which
develops
mighty forces undreamed of.-—Nirig/V
develops^mighty
of.-—Niriq<A' Aubigny.

or in a sick-room, a rare and
„
- . .,
,

of song.

A sweet, smooth an

parts to the possessor’s conv

a11 Gaf feel lt8 nothing and
know its value in the business
but it is' of a still greater w
been said that “a teacher (m
,
u1
v,
expressing high moral qualit
character.of her children by t
without saying a word about

, there art is caricatured.
the game is not worth th
The conscious, yet uncorrected
uncorrected mistake
mistake is
is always
always oniy at the expense of v
wrong; for a mistake remains
a mistake,
mistake, whether
whether others
others been mnch better emplo
emains a
perceive it or not. A wrong
grasp always
always destroys
destroys the
the y0ung ladies at school
wrong, grasp
animate existence of a1 sPmjU?‘
spiritual harmonic
harmonic tone—-and
tone—and keyboard were occupied
even when the act is perceived
rceived by
by no
no one,
one, having
having taken
taken mu8;c ag an art some o
place, it may be, in the quiet solitude of the player, truth dread the 8ight of «. the p
still lives in the music,
and
3,-a.
n law in
113 the
be, harmony;
harmony; the
the
What we want in onr
printed page is the bill of
indictment and
and the
the proof
proof lies
lies not to iave the piano ke
of indictment
m the condemning conscience
of the
the player.
player. Let
Let him
him opposing torrent of conv
iscience of
atone for the wrong on the
very spot,
spot, at
at the
the instant
instant when
when jg wortb listening to we
the very
it occurs, and he will then
live m
in harmony
harmony with
with himselfhimself- and will listen to It, and
mn live
In respect to playing with
purity, the
with purity,
the chief
chief thing
thing is
is to
to
jn a word, let ns hav
hear whether, one has played
all, and,
played wrong
wrong at
atall,
and, if
if so,
so, heart and not from the
where and what the mistake
stake has been. The whether and 8acrificed for mere show
where may not be difficult to determine.; but the what is
often difficult to ascertain ; because that which is false and
In a Judicious practic
incorrect is in most instances contrary to reason, and best acquire a faculty o
l *11
1*1*
i
as sneh more or less easily escapes not merely the nnder- skilled
m playing, and m
Itanding, bnt sensuous perception as well, according as a musical character. Th
the false notes may be few or many in number. It is to get a clear conception
advisable, therefore, instead of looking for wrong notes,! of apprehension is seld
to fix the attention exclusively upon the right ones, andI most persons only the p
to familiarize oneself with the effect which they produce;; i long practice, the follo
with a sense of the correct, the conception of the con¬■ superfluous: In order t
trary or the incorrect will logically develop of itself;; i henaion, one mast not a
hence the hearing should never be suffered to slumberr whole at once, bnt go
while one is playing. Take care that the right is pro¬- As quickly as possible a
tected in its rights. Cultivate a love of the right, if only;
7", 2. As far as possible gu
for the sake of self satisfaction.
i! be done by directing the
! to the right hand. 8.
the passages are somew
FOR PUPILS.
: to speak, according to c
Pythagoras says, in order to know anything thoroughly of doing anything in too
’ endeavor to play on in
you must learn and forget it eight times.
—7--:-~
j not to do it, which happ
It is better to_ practice often than to tire yourself by during the performanc
long sitting. A long practice is aa_much to be avoided -frightened from his pur
as a long lesson. Thoroughness is gained by repeated' culties. in theJirst comm
and persistent application ; not by long and exhausting1 come some of them w
efforts.
and indeed there is ofte
mi.
1
-~
-;——
.
.
np.opHsarv np at mnst v
The value of system in study cannot be too highly
r^’
?
*
rated. The worker who is unsteady and unsystematic;
The Power of Atten
revolves round a very limited circle, without progressing power of attention will
lorward. 1 he pupil who is continually missing lessons, labors are rewarded.
and procrastinating his hours of practice, will soon lose musical educations than
all
on his studies, if he ever had
— grasp
c-—r---,
“““ any,
““jso disastrous to a pupil’
It is also sometimes.good to vary the order of practice,; teacher as a vague, list
and begin with the practice of the piece first, and the pupils when the teacher

pth@rpartg afterward, lest it should get too mechanic!, minds some yaiqable tru
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notes the principle is so thoroughly understood, they can
take them without objects. Children should go through
some part of this drill at every lesson, until they are
able to write rapidly the correct counting under each
note, and divide into measures a staff which the teacher
fills with the different kind of notes. They should also
be able to write original measures, no two notes being
of the same kind. This is a good test of their knowledge
of time, and examples should always be given at each
lesson, increasing in difficulty as^the child progresses.
Upon the introduction of the dot the child again refers
to the circles, each dot being treated as a silent note of
half the value of the note it follows.
The recapitulation at the end of the treatment of each
note given in the illustrative lesson below, may seem
unnecessary to some, but it is only through constant
repetition, objectively illustrated, that these facts can be
intelligently fixed on the minds of children.
Regarding the use of and in counting, I find that it
acts as a check upon children, forcing them to give each
note its full value. A young pupil when counting one,
two, three, four, is very apt to play a whole note at the
conclusion of an exercise in the time of four eighths; or
a quarter note, especially when preceded by two eighth
notes, as though it were an eighth note, etc., etc. If a

Pupil. One is a
made of four q
14. Teacher. What
of these quarte
Pupil. A quarte
16. Teacher. How m
make a whole
Pupil. Four.
16. Teacher. Then
think it would
Pupil. Four.
17. Teacher. What d
Pupil. One and
18. Teacher. What
note?
Pupil. Two and
19., Teacher. What
note?
Pupil. Three an
20. Teacher. What
note?
Pupil. Four and
21. Teacher. Now t
equal a whole
Pupil. Four qu
22. Teacher. How
Pupil. One and
23. Teacher. How
Pupil. One and
to the second
quarter note, f
Form circles of th
in the samfi_jnanner
count one on the firs
and in the sixteenths
the third, and so on.
sixteenths in pairs fr
readily see that and
two wilLcome on the
Now take the half ci
24. Teacher. What
Pupil. Half a c
26. Teacher. What
half circle ?
Pupil. A half n
26. Teacher. What
Pupil. One and
27. Teacher. Make
circles. Com
you find?
Pupil. One is
circle made o

If five notes are played against two, the time is divided
into ten parts; the notes of the duplet entering with the.
first and sixth part, and the notes of the quintuplet with
the first, third, fifth, seventh and ninth parts. Thus:—

The second note of the duplet enters just midway
between the third and fourth notes of the quintuplet.
From this, the following method may be deduced.
Let any line represent the time of the regular group
or metrical part, and divide it into the number of parts
indicated fay the least common denominator of the frac¬
tions, which represent the note value in each rhythm.
Number the parts from one, upwards, and indicate the
entrance of each note in order, by the proper number.
The analysis and diagram will enable the pupil to
comprehend what is»required of him. Each group should
be practiced slowly and separately, until its rhythm is
clearly fixed, after which; they- can readily be played
together.
» —
■
With large groups, the difficulties are, of course,
greater than with small ones, but they seem greater than
they really are, and can all be mastered by intelligent
'and diligent work.
The second method of treatment consists in recon¬
structing a group in either of two ways, viz:—
. 1st By making the rhythm conform to the meter, by
diminishing or increasing the time of some of the notes.
If the group represents more than the regular time,
some of the notes may he diminished in value.
i *

. It may be asked why th
should not be played as 32d
They cannot be so played, f
not fill out the time of the
which they stand. In rearr
either the larger or the sm
depending upon the effect p
These methods of simp
although recognized by good
tionable, inasmuch as they
text.
The strong effect of co
intends to produce by the
opposing elements, ought
incapacity of the player.
overcome difficulties, and no
which these structures-pres
technical. They are regar
than they really are, because
how to solve them, either a
free method of construction
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nade ; Piano Solo, “ Die
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Here the first two notes of the quintuplet are changed Variations, Op. 142, No.
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Instruction and Pleasure Combined.
A SPLENID GAME FOR EVERY HOME.
This game consists of cards, on which the different notes and rests'
are printed, one on every card. 'After a number are distributed among
the~ players, tbe cards are played in succession and added together as
they are played until the value of a whole note Is reached, when It
counts one for the person who played the- last card and completed the
whole note. This gives a general idea only. Full direction*, with
rules for a number of different games, tables showing the notes, rests,
keys, Ac., accompany the game.
‘‘
Those learning to play the Piano, Organ, Violin, or any other Instru¬
ment; those who sing; those who wish to read.music faster; In feet all
who are interested in music, need this charming game.
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_
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Time devoted to playing this game is not wasted, as In most games.
A splendid game for evening parties.
A new departure—entirely unlike any other game.
>
Parents can teach their children the rudiments of music, even if not
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Interesting to old and young, beginners and advanced alike.
Those intending to study music will find it to their advantage to play
this game a, while before beginning lessons
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"One of the cleverest hits of writing concerning music that has
ever appeared in America. . . . The book is full of entertainment,
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and range from one line to three pages. Much time and labor has
been spent on the work, and the book-maker has shown much skill
in its general make-up. The idea, in its preparation, was to present
to the music-loving public just as much of the cream of musical
■writings as could be condensed into 300 pages. All useless or value¬
less matter has been omitted, and as a result we have a volume con¬
taining the best sayings and writings of the writers on musical
topics, in all ages and countries.
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selection has been made, and the number of quotations from them:—
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Beethoven, 18.
Christian!, 15.
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Goethe, 11.
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Wagner, 16.
Weber, 8.
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Yan Cleve, 7.
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and seventy authors.
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This is a book for musician and non-musician, for professional
and amateur, for teacher and pupil, for all whc know or who wish to
know anything of music in its highest sphere. It has beam warmly
indorsed by teachers and artists in this countiy and England ana
will fill a place in our libraries and on our tables that has hereto¬
fore been vacant.
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